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1 - shadow gets arrested

Short story: Shadow gets arrested

(Shadow was in his house on the couch reaching for the phone.)

Shadow: this is going to be so funny!

(Rouge walks in.)

Rouge: what are you doing?

Shadow: I'm going to get back at bush for what he did four years ago!

~4 years ago~

Bush: as elected president, I shall commit my duties by the following, 1: raise taxes! 2: kill all homeless
people! And 3: rob all the rich and give it to the homeless but then realize there dead so then I keep the
money for myself! MUAHAHAHA!

Shadow: nooooooo!

~present day~

Rouge: so you waited four years to do this?

Shadow:…yes.

Rouge: what are you even going to do?

Shadow: watch!

(Dials phone.)

~White house~

(President bush was sitting in his chair until the phone rings.)

Bush: hello? President bush speaking.

Shadow: Italy is attacking! *snicker*



Bush: my god. LAUNCH THE A-BOMB!

(The a-bomb fired and landed on Italy, literally eradicating it.)

Bush: there, now we won't be hearing from those Italian punks!

Shadow: *snicker* and *snicker* YOUR FLYIS UNDONE!! HAHAHA! *Beep…*

Bush: destroy him!

Agent: uh, sir, don't you think that's a little too lethal?

Bush: oh fine, arrest him.

~Shadow's house~

Shadow: HAHAHAHA! Oh man, haha.

Rouge: was that really funny to you?

(Three agents bust in.)

Agent 1: shadow the hedgehog, you are under arrest.

Shadow: how come?

Agent 3: for prank calling the president.

(Agent 2 and 3 grab shadow by the arms.)

Shadow: wait, how did you know it was me?

Agent 2: well for one, you just told us. Two, we were watching you through a surveillance camera.

Shadow: camera?

(Shadow looks up at a corner and sees a camera.)

Shadow: aw, poop.

Agent 1: okay, come with us, punk.

(The three agents walk away with shadow.)

Shadow: ROUGE, HELP ME!



Rouge: *sigh* I'm going to regret saying this, but hold on shadow; I'll get you out.

(Rouge runs out of house and follows agents to a big building that says `PRISON' on the front.)

~Inside~

(Agents throw shadow in a cell.)

Agent 2: this is your cell you will be staying in. Your cellmate is over there.

(Points to a psycho looking guy in a corner.)

Agent 3: his name is Carl, but call him Cindy.

Shadow: why?

Agent 1: he thinks he is a woman.

Shadow: O_O

Agent 3: so look out.

(All leave. After a while, rouge comes and stops at shadow's cell.)

Shadow: yay! You came to save me!

Rouge: yeah, whatever. Who's your cellmate?

Shadow: Cindy.

Rouge: but that's a-

Shadow: shh! He thinks he's a woman.

Rouge: O_O… that's scary.

Shadow: just get me out of here!

Rouge: oh, right.

(Rouge starts picking at shadow's lock with her nail until bush walks in.)

Bush: what do you think your doing?!?

Rouge: uhh…

Shadow: c'mon! Can't you just let me off the hook this once? Please? I'm sorry for what I did!



(A long silence filled the room.)

Bush:… oh, fine! You can go, IF, you answer the following question correctly.

Shadow: okay.

Bush: does my mustache make me look older?

(Points to his upper lip.)

Shadow: what mustache?

Bush: HA! WRONG! HE CAN'T GO! HAHA!

Rouge: WHAT? But you DON'T have a mustache!

Bush: yes I do! See?

(Points at his upper lip again.)

Rouge: your crazy.

Bush: do the Italians know?

Shadow: you just killed all of them this morning!

Bush: hmm… that's what they want us to think! FIRE THE A-Z BOMB ON EUROPE!

(A-Z bomb fires and hits Europe, literally eradicating that.)

Rouge: how many more countries are you gonna kill?

Bush: I dunno.

Rouge: c'mon! Just let him go. Please?

Bush:… oh, I get it!

Rouge:…?

Shadow:…?

Bush: you two like each other! -^-^-

Shadow: -O_O-



Rouge: -O_O-*

(Stomps up to president and grabs him by the collar.)

Rouge: listen to me, you! If you say that one more time I swear I'll gut you, strangle you with your own
intestines, then I'll dump your body in a river! GOT THAT?!

Shadow: dang!

Bush: okay! He can go! Just don't hurt me!

(Gives Rouge the key.)

Shadow: yeah!

(Rouge unlocks shadow's cell and lets him out and they both walk out.)

Shadow: y'know? I learned something today: never prank call Bush or he'll go crazy and arrest you.

Rouge: -_-;

Shadow: what?

(Rouge smacks Shadow and walks off.)

Shadow: ow! Why did you do that?

THE END



2 - charmys open house

Short Story 2: Charmy's open house

(Shows charmy in his desk with a bored look on his face.)

Teacher: class, I have an announcement for you before you leave.

Charmy: *groan*

Teacher: tonight is open house here at 6 o'clock to 7. Now I expect everyone of you to show up with
your parents and…

Charmy: but what if you don't-

Teacher: DO IT!! Now as I was saying, I expect every one of you to show up with your parents or you
will get a zero for participation.

Charmy: aw, man.

(Bell rings.)

Teacher: see you tonight.

(Later at the detective agency, Charmy comes in and goes straight to his room.)

Charmy: man, this sucks. I don't have any parents, just an Espio and a Vector.

(Shows Espio and Vector in the main room.)

Espio: so, what's for dinner?

Vector: we got leftovers from yesterday.

Espio: oh, you mean those burgers we got from McDonalds?

Vector: yeah.

Espio:…alright.

(Goes back to Charmy's room.)



Charmy: oh well, guess I don't have another choice.

(Charmy goes to the main room.)

Charmy: guys, there is an open house at my school and you guys have to come.

Vector: do we have to?

Charmy: yes.

Espio: why?

Charmy: because my teacher said to or I will get a zero because my teacher is a b-

Espio: but don't you need to bring parents to an open house?

Charmy: well, I don't know where mine are so you guys are gonna go to replace my parents.

Vector: okay…

Charmy: great! Now lets get ready, the open house starts in an hour!

(One hour later, Espio, Vector, and Charmy show up at the school.)

Charmy: okay, remember what I said,

(Points to Vector.)

Charmy: no singing,

(Points to Espio.)

Charmy: and no beating people up all ninjitsu style got it?

Vector: yes

Espio: yes

Charmy: great!

(In the cafeteria, Espio and Vector were sleeping on a table as the principle makes this long, boring
speech.)

Principle: and that concludes this speech…

(Espio and Vector wake right up.)



Espio: finally!

Vector: you said it!

Principle: now you may go see the teachers.

(Math.)

Teacher: hi, I am Mr. Valdez, the math teacher, and I will speak to each parent about his or her child's
progress.

(Mr. Valdez looks over at Espio, Charmy and Vector and walks over.)

Mr. Valdez: excuse me, but I couldn't help but wonder, are you two really his-

Vector: no

Mr. Valdez: so that means you two aren't-

Espio: yes

Mr. Valdez: so you're from-

Espio and Vector: yes

Mr. Valdez:…oh, thank god! I mean I was looking over here just like, starring and thinking…whoa.

(Mr. Valdez walks off.)

Espio: hmm…it seems the fool's words are as empty as his mind.

Vector: oh, don't start with that ninja crap!

Espio: baka

Vector: what?

Espio: nothing

(Reading)

Teacher: hello, I am Mrs. Flores and…

(Mrs. Flores looks over at Vector.)

Mrs. Flores: sir…



Vector: huh?

Mrs. Flores: I'm gonna have to ask you to remove the headset.

Vector: you mean take them off?!

Mrs. Flores: yes

Vector: I can't do that! It'll be like…like…

Mrs. Flores: sir you can either put it under the desk, or I will have to keep them until the end of this
meeting.

(Vector slowly takes off his headphones and starts too tear.)

Vector: *sniff* I'm gonna miss you, man…*sniff*

Espio: oh, please! It's just a stupid heap of junk!

Mrs. Flores: and I do not allow weapons in my room.

Espio: but a ninja never parts with his weapons!

(Vector gives Espio a hard look.)

Espio: *sigh* just to be fair…

(Espio takes out one kunai and places it on the desk.)

Espio:…what? That's it

Vector: oh, for the love of…

(Vector grabs Espio by the legs and starts shaking him. Countless stars, kunais and three katanas slips
out of Espio's pockets.)

Vector: geez! How do you keep all this stuff in such small pockets?!?

(Three stacks of million dollar bills fall out.)

Vector: WHAT THE F-

Mrs. Flores: I do not allow foul language in this room!!!!!

Vector:…udge…you've been holding out on us!!!!!!!!!!



(Espio shrugs.)

Charmy: how did you get all of that?

Espio: I have a secret assassin job.

Charmy: really?

Espio: nah, just kidding. I really just wash cars

Vector: cars?

Espio: nah, I-

Vector: will you just say where you get the money?!?

Espio: assassin

Charmy: but you said you were kidding

Espio: yeah, about kidding

All: O_O

(Science. Espio was waiting by the door while Vector and Charmy were sitting at table.)

Charmy: c'mon, Espio! Sit at the table with us.

Espio: no, that's okay. I'll just stand over here

(The science teacher walks up behind Espio and taps him on the shoulder.)

Teacher: excuse me bu-

(Espio sucker punches the teacher, knocking him out.)

All: aaahhhhh!!!

Espio: oh my god, I'm so sorry! You can't just sneak up on me like that

Vector: well, I guess that leaves us with just one more class…

Charmy: can I kill myself yet?

(English.)

Vector: just hope this one goes a lot faster



Espio: yeah, I wanna go home

(A random guy comes in and stands in front of the room.)

Charmy: who are you?

Guy: the English teacher, Mrs. McGann, cannot be here because she tripped on the stairs and broke her
liver

Espio: is that even-

Guy: just get outta here

(Outside.)

Vector: finally! C'mon, lets go!

(Espio is following them until three kids stop him.)

Kid 1: wow! Is that a real ninja star?

Kid 2: can I touch it?

(All kids jump Espio.)

Espio: aaaahhhhhh!!!!!!!! They're attacking like little monsters!!!!

Vector:…lets leave him

Charmy: right behind you

(Charmy and Vector run off, leaving Espio.)

Espio: noooo!!!! Don't leave me!

(More and more kids pile Espio until he's completely covered.)



The End



3 - sonic meets the louisiana weed-whacker maniac

Short Story 3: Sonic meets the Louisiana weed-whacker maniac

(Sonic and Tails were walking in a vast meadow.)

Sonic: ya know, its funny, we were looking for the chaos emeralds but somehow ended up in Louisiana

Tails: none the less, America

(Sonic looks over and sees a paranoid looking girl.)

Tails: that girl doesn't look okay

Sonic: well, lets go see

(They walk up to the girl.)

Sonic: hey, you okay?

Girl: THERE DEAD!!! ALL DEAD!!!!

(Girl grabs Sonic and shakes him hard.)

Girl: DEAD, DEAD, DEAD!!! DIED A HORRIBLE, PAINFULL DEATH!!!!!

Tails: well what does that mean?

Girl: don't go in that house!

(She points to a run down, scary-looking house.)

Girl: if you do, game over man, GAME OVER! I can't live with myself!

(She takes out a gun and shoots herself, making blood splatter all over Sonic and Tails.)

Tails: what was that all about?

Sonic: dunno, but lets get some directions from that house over there

(Sonic points to the same house the girl warned them about.)



Tails: are you sure we should go to that house?

Sonic: `course! Looks like it should have some nice folk

(Sonic walks up to the house and kicks the door open with Tails behind him.)

Sonic: yo, anyone home? My bud and me need some directions to town!

(A guy comes up in a wheel chair with neither arms nor legs.)

Guy: `the hell you doing in my house?!

Tails: wow were you like, in an accident?

(Sonic punches Tails on the shoulder.)

Sonic: Tails! Don't be rude!…Geeze man, what happened? You look like a punching bag with a head!

Tails: -__-;

Guy: I don't take too kindly to yall city slickers always bargin in here!

Sonic: dude! We just want-

Guy: oh, yall wanna start sometin? Well bring it!

(suddenly, a guy pops out with a weed-whacker and chases Sonic and Tails.)

Sonic: aaaahhhhhhhh!!!!!!!

Tails: quick, lets go to that out of the open, obvious hiding place, shed!

(Sonic and Tails run into the shed.)

Tails: do you think he'll find us?

Sonic: I don't know. I'll check

(Sonic looks out the window and sees him looking around, completely avoiding the shed.)

Sonic: who was that guy?

Guy: that be ol' Silk Head with his deadly weed-whacker.

Tails: ah! Where did you come from?



Sonic: but what would he want with-

(Silk Head comes in and cuts the tips of Sonic's quills off.)

Sonic: dude! You messed up my `do!

(Sonic turns around and realizes its Silk Head.)

Sonic: WHOA!

Tails: ITS SILK HEAD!!! AND HES GOT HIS WEED-WHACKER!!!! AAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!

(Sonic and Tails run out of the shed and back into the house.)

Tails: what are we gonna do, Sonic?

(Sonic picks up a loose floorboard.)

Sonic: we're gonna face him head on

(Silk Head runs in, waving his weed-whacker everywhere.)

Silk Head: ROAR!!!

Sonic: GGGAAAAHHHHHH!!!!

(Suddenly, the whole ceiling falls on Silk Head.)

Tails: quick! While he's down!

(Sonic and Tails run out and into town.)

Sonic: finally, we're outta there!…Hey, a chaos emerald!

Tails: lets go

(Tails and Sonic walk deeper into town.)

(Back at the house Silk Head was laying on the ground, motionless until his eyes open wide.)

The End





4 - knuckles' great emerald search

Short Story 4: Knuckles' great emerald search

(Knuckles was walking through Angel Island until he stops with a concern look on his face.)

Knuckles: I feel a disturbance…

(Knuckles runs over to the shrine to find…)

Knuckles: *gasp*

(…The Master Emerald missing (again))

Knuckles: AAAHHH!!! THE MASTER EMERALD IS MISSING! AGAIN!!!

(Knuckles runs around in circles, franticly.)

Knuckles: what do I do?!? What do I do?!?

(Aya* walks up and sees Knuckles running in circles.)

Aya:…umm…Knuckles?

Knuckles: aaahhhh!!!!!

Aya: Knuckles??

Knuckles: aaahhhhh!!!!

Aya: KNUCKLES!!

(Knuckles quickly stops and looks at Aya.)

Knuckles: what?

Aya: why are you running and screaming like an immature child?

Knuckles: because *sniff* th-the…m…master em-emerald is…is…STOLEN!

(Knuckles starts to cry.)



Aya: Knuckles…?

Knuckles: WWWAAAA!!!!!!

Aya: *sigh* Knuckles

Knuckles: WWWAAAAA…GONE FOREVER!!! WWWAAAAA!!!!!

(Aya slaps Knuckles really hard.)

Aya: KNUCKLES!!!!!!

Knuckles: WHAT?!?

Aya: so what if the Master Emerald goes missing? That never stopped you before from looking for it.
C'mon, lets go look for it!

Knuckles: yeah…yeah! It never stopped me before! Lets go!

(Knuckles runs to the edge of Angel Island and jumps off, forgetting he can glide.)

Knuckles: AAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!

Aya: O_O; oops…I guess I got him too fired up…

(Later on the ground, Knuckles and Aya were walking around Station Square.)

Aya: maybe if we ask some people, they might know where the emerald is

(A guy walks past them.)

Knuckles: there's one!

(Knuckles jumps the guy and runs him up against a wall, holding him by the collar of his shirt.)

Knuckles: alright listen up, punk! I'm gonna ask you one question and if you answer, I won't have to hurt
you! Where's the Master Emerald?!?

Guy: I-I… I don't know what you're talking about!!

Knuckles: its always the hard way, huh?

(Knuckles sucker punches the guy and turns back to Aya.)

Knuckles: eh, he was no help



Aya: -__-; oh yeah, you sure got this under control…

(Later that evening, Aya and Knuckles were walking down an alley.)

Aya: we've been on this side of town for hours lets go somewhere else

(Suddenly a silhouette of an emerald and a small figure appeared in front of Aya and Knuckles.)

???: finally! I found you!

Aya: it can't be…

Knuckles: it is…

(The silhouette fades and shows Manic on top of the Master Emerald.)

Both: Manic!

Manic: `sup!

Knuckles: but why would YOU steal the Master Emerald?!

Manic: steal? Who said anything about stealing? I was just borrowing it

Aya: borrow? Well, why would you want to borrow it?

Manic: no apparent reason…except for this…

(Sonia pops out behind the Master Emerald.)

Sonia: HI!! -^-^-

Aya: huh?

Knuckles: -O_O- S-Sonia?????

Sonia: oh, my wittle Knuckuzu!!! I was soooo worried we'd never see each other again!

(Sonia gives Knuckles a big hug.)

Sonia: but now we're reunited, and nothing in the way of our love! -^o^-

Aya: O_O* Knuckles…

Knuckles: aw, geeze…

Sonia: who are you?



Aya: who am I? Who are YOU?

Sonia: well if you must know I'm Sonia, Knuckles' girlfriend

Aya: GIRLFRIEND?????

(Aya tackles Sonia and they both start to catfight.)

Aya: Knuckles is MINE!

Sonia: in your dreams! Knuckles is MINE and BEEN mine!!

(They continue to catfight as Knuckles is watching them and Manic is laughing his head off.)

The End



5 - cheese is kidnapped! team rose to the rescue!

Short Story 5: Cheese is kidnapped! Team Rose to the rescue!

(Amy was at Emerald Coast, sitting on a lawn chair, gazing at a picture of Sonic. Cream, Cheese, and
Big were playing in the water, happily.)

Amy: *sigh* if only Sonic were here to enjoy this day with me…

Cream: come play with us, Amy. You need to stop thinking about Mr. Sonic for a while

Big: uhhhh…if only Froggy was here. He love to swim…

Cream: nobody cares, Big

Big: aww…

Amy: yeah, I guess your right; I do need to stop thinking about Sonic for a while

(Cream turns around and sees that Cheese is gone, but a note has replaced his spot.)

Cream: what's this? `I have your chao. If you want him back, you must bring the following with you:
$187423983.85, one belly dancer, and 33 cans of Spam. These requirements must be met by one day,
or else your chao will never see tomorrow again.' Oh my god, Cheese!

Amy: this seems pretty serious

Big: uhhhh…

Cream: shut up! How are we supposed to meet all these requirements in one day?!

Amy: I got 85 cents

(Cream takes the 85 cents from Amy.)

Cream: well, we got that much, now we just need $187423983! Hmm…I got an idea! Big, you will be the
belly dancer!

Big: oh, boy! My life dream!

Amy: okay, now lets go buy those 33 cans of Spam!



Cream: yeah!

Big: I'm gonna be a belly dancer! Just what my mommy always said not to be!!!

(At the super market, Amy and Cream were inside, looking for the Spam. Big was outside, doing belly
dancer moves.)

Cream: I think it was a bad idea to leave Big out there

Amy: yeah, you maybe right…but look! We already got 10 cans! Now we just need 23 more!

(Later, Amy and Cream come out all 33 cans. They turn around and see Big belly dancing in front of little
children.)

Amy: aahhhhh!!!

Cream: OoO

Kid 1: mommy, mommy! I wanna be like him when I grow up!

Kid 2: yeah, me too!

Mom: oh dear Lord, my children are hypnotized by this disgusting excuse for PG-13 entertainment!

Amy: please tell me this isn't happening

Cream: I told you it was a bad idea to leave him out here! Now he's degrading himself in public!

Amy: *groan* c'mon Big lets go!

Big: in a minute! I'm almost done with-

Amy: NOW!!

Big: oh fine

(Big walks over to Amy and Cream.)

Cream: lets see, we got 33 cans of Spam, one belly dancer-

Big: a.k.a., me!

Cream: what have I done…and 85 cents. All we need now is $187423983.

Amy: but where are we gonna get that much money?



Big: me!

Cream: Big, do you know how badly you are ticking me off?

Big: no

Cream: well, you are, a lot. Now shut up already!

Big: no, what I meant was I uhh…have that much!

Amy: Big, this is important so there's no time to be joking around

Big: I'm not joking, look!

(Big takes out a hat with $187423983 in it.)

Cream: wow, the retard has done something useful for once

Amy: great! Now we have all of the requirements and just enough time to go to the kidnappers lair and
get Cheese back!

(That evening, they ended up at a middle ages style castle.)

Amy: okay, here we are to get Cheese back

(They walk up to a gate being guarded by a member of the Dark Legion.)

D.L. member: state your reason for your being

Cream: I have received a note from this location

(D.L. member takes the note and reads it over.)

D.L. member: hmm…very well then

(D.L. member opens the gates and they go into the castle and into a dark room with a giant chair, back
side facing them.)

D.L. member: m'lord, three citizens require a visit to you

???: so be it. You may go now

(D.L. member walks off.)

???: and to what do I owe this visit for?

(The chair slowly turns around and shows Mighty sitting in it.)



Cream: Mighty?!?

Amy: Mighty!

Big:…who?

Mighty: yes it is I, Mighty!

Amy: but, why?

Mighty: why what?

Cream: why you took Cheese away from me, that's what!

Mighty: oh yeah. *ahem* why I took Cheese you ask? Because I wanted to test you

Amy: why?

Mighty: you really expect me to get all that stuff by myself?

Cream: so you made us get all this stuff because you were too lazy to get them yourself?!?

Mighty: well that, and the villain always makes the heroes get useless stuff

Cream: so you're evil?

Mighty: yes

Cream: why?

Mighty: because they wouldn't let me in Sonic Heroes

Cream: why?

Mighty: because- argh! Enough questions! Either you have what I asked or your chao will DIE!!!

Cream: *gasp* you wouldn't dare

Mighty: I will if you don't give me my requirements!

(Amy and Cream gave Mighty the money, cans of Spam and Big.)

Mighty: hmm…eh, this'll do. You can have your chao back

(A door opens and Cheese comes out.)



Cheese: chao, chao!

Cream: Cheese!

(Cream hugs Cheese.)

Mighty: okay, you can go now

Amy: wait! I want to ask you a question first

Mighty: like what?

Amy: why do you need all this stuff?

Mighty: well, I- hey! Do you think I'm that stupid?!? I won't tell you my plans like some dunder-head!

Amy: please?

Mighty: OUT!

(Amy, Cream and Cheese walk out of the castle.)

Amy: I still don't get why he needed that stuff

Cream: I guess this is one of those mysteries best left unsolved…

(Cream and Amy walk away to wherever they are going.)

The End

And what of Big you ask? Well guess what? I'm not gonna let you find out! MUAHAHA!!!!
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